Election 2022: La Quinta voters
deciding whether to ban most shortterm vacation rentals
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With voting for the Nov. 8 election underway, La Quinta residents are deciding whether to join other
cities in the Coachella Valley that have banned most or all short-term rentals.
Measure A — which would phase out short-term vacation rentals by the end of 2024 in La Quinta,
except in a handful of exempt areas — has sparked significant debate on the role of vacation rentals
within the tourism-driven city.
On one side are short-term vacation rental owners, who say it's their right to rent out their properties,
and on the other are some neighbors, who contend these rental homes disrupt neighborhoods and
diminish residents' quality of life.
The question is heading to voters after Neighbors for Neighborhoods, a group of local residents
opposed to vacation rentals, collected more than 3,000 signatures to get it on the ballot.
The group formed in 2020, as the COVID-19 pandemic drove up the popularity of short-term vacation
rentals locally — leading to an uptick in complaints from residents about noise, parking, trash and other
issues.
The city council responded by approving a moratorium on new short-term rental permits, eventually
agreeing to turn that into a permanent ban on new permits, except in specifically zoned areas.

La Quinta has also raised permit fees and adopted stiffer fines and penalties for those who violate the
city’s rental rules. And permits have been made non-transferable, so if a property changes hands it can
no longer be used as a short-term vacation rental.
The city council, which includes two members who wrote the official argument against Measure A, has
largely criticized the proposed ban in residential neighborhoods, focusing on the potential financial hits
it could cause because of projected drops in city tax revenue and tourist spending.
With Election Day approaching, The Desert Sun spoke with the campaigns on both sides of the debate.
Ban opponents focus on property rights, economic impacts
A representative of Vacation Rental Owners and Neighbors of La Quinta — which is leading the “No on
Measure A” campaign — says his group has gained “tremendous” support from the community
they hope will translate to the measure’s defeat.
“We believe that the people that own properties should have their own rights on how to use their
properties, obviously ... within city regulations and city codes,” Eddy Estrada, a VRON board member,
said in an interview.
Estrada pointed to a recent city-commissioned report that found La Quinta could lose more than $100
million in annual visitor spending, as well as roughly $9.5 million in annual tax revenue, by 2031 should
the measure pass.
He also noted the city has taken steps to rein in its roughly 1,150 existing short-term rentals, which has
resulted in a substantial drop in the total STR complaints received by the city in recent months.
“We're really here to try to protect not only the economy, but the ability of the city council to continue
their regulations on having respectful short-term rentals that perform properly (and) that should not
negatively impact any neighbors at all,” Estrada said.

Supporters say ban would make city stronger
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Members of Neighbors for Neighborhoods, or N4N, see things differently, arguing a ban on short-term
rentals in most areas would make La Quinta’s housing supply more affordable.
“I believe that we’ll wind up in a much stronger financial position by bringing these homes back into
residential neighborhoods, and moving the STVRs to these exempt areas, than we will be to just sort of
stagnate at the position we're in,” Don Shoffstall, an organizer with the N4N group, said in an interview.
Local opponents of short-term rentals have been critical of the city report conducted by Tourism
Economics, a global consulting firm, arguing many of the report’s dire projections are “sheer
speculation.”
While the city has seen a significant drop in its number of reported complaints in recent months,
Shoffstall says that's because some residents have “pretty much given up in terms of using the current
mechanisms” for enforcement.
“People have quit reporting, either because the hotline doesn't work on Sundays, or the phone doesn't
get answered, so it’s not what one would think if you’re not living in proximity to one of these nightly
rentals,” Shoffstall said.
‘David vs. Goliath’ funding
Both campaigns have garnered some contributions, but the “No on Measure A” group has vastly
outraised its counterpart, with roughly $153,000 in contributions as of Oct. 26. The “Yes on A”
campaign committee has drawn roughly $26,000 this year.

The “No on Measure A” side has received a few hefty donations, including $10,000 from Expedia earlier
this month, as well as $10,000 from the California Association of Realtors PAC last week. Estrada noted
most contributions have come from individuals, including local homeowners and property managers.
Both campaigns have been knocking on doors to get their message out to voters in La Quinta. The “No
on Measure A” group has also sent out mailers, according to Estrada.
The “Yes on A” group has placed a few advertisements in recent editions of The Desert Sun, but neither
has purchased any TV or radio ads, according to campaign officials.
Shoffstall, who said his group has also connected with Cathedral City residents who successfully led a
similar ballot drive last year, said their biggest challenge has been getting their message out.
“It really is a David versus Goliath type of thing … (The "No on Measure A" campaign) is going full out,
and we’re just kind of working out way through it, but hey, that's part of a citizens initiative, right?”
Shoffstall said. “You know you’re going to be swimming upstream.”
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